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Circumstances and Functions of Philosophy." He says that he was presented by his professors with a choice among various modes of philosophizing, which he enumerates,and continues,
It did not seem necessaryto me to assume that one of these
modes of philosophizing was the unique true philosophy or
that what other philosophers said and did had to be thought
to be odd, absurd, or meaningless,as it was said to be in the
light of the true philosophy. The later revolts of neopositivistic, analytical, linguistic, and existentialistic philosophies
provided further diversifications of materials and orientations with even less temDtation to be converted to the new
testaments.5
The preface to McKeon's doctoral dissertation, The Philosopby of
Spinoza, contains his first formulation of this principle of pluralism:
"Perhaps great philosophers and seekers after truth have been led by
their divergent systemsand terminologies to expressin varying forms insights into a truth which is, for all that, at bottom one." McKeon's later
conception of the philosophy of culture retains this pluralism, turning
philosophic oppositions into supplementary solutions to cultural problems:
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In "A Philosopher Meditates on Discovery", McKeon gives an account of
the insight that seemedto him to have influenced his work in philosophy
more than any other.i He saysthat the insight occurred in1921,'z which was
before his study in Paris from1922to \925, and that it had its background
'Woodbridge
and John Dewey and its occasion
in the crossed influences of
of two paradoxes. The first
or
both
other
or
the
one
of
reading
in the
paradox, from cicero,s De Finibu.s, was that all philosophies except the
h,picureanare particular expressionsof the same truth, and the second paradox was from Plato's Protagoras and stated that "the good are sometimes
bad and sometimes good," modified to "the true is sometimes false and
sometimes true."3 The insight is formulated as follows: "The recognition,
therefore, that there is a sensein which truth, though one, has no single expression and a sensein which truth, though changeless,is rendered false in
ih. ur.t to which it is put, was attractive in spite of the fact that it ran
counter to my most fundamental convictions at the time."4

Plwralism
McKeon's early recognition that the truth has no single expression is also
noted in the account of his philosophical formation that he gives in "The
IO

The oppositions developed in a philosophy of culture will be
turned into supplementary solutions of the particular problems of divergent cultures and of the common problems
which make them parts of a common culture, and the unity
of a philosophy of culture will be a pluralism of activities and
communications directed to increasing and enriching the
known facts and the practicable values which constitute the
culture.'
It would seem, then, that the idea of pluralism is the generative idea of
McKeon's philosophy and that the philosophy can be understood as the
development of the paradox of a pluralism that affirms the truth of
philosophies that are themselvesopposed to one another.TThere are, of
course, other philosophers besides McKeon who have developed the
idea of pluralism-stephen Pepper and Wayne Booth, for example. In
fact, anyone, no matter what his philosophy, can become a pluralist
without abandoning the principles of his philosophy.' Eugene Garver
even goes so far as to assert, "'W'eare all pluralists today."t But McKeon,
if not our only pluralist, is our preeminent pluralist and is likely to remain so. No one else has worked out the grounds and consequencesof
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pluralism so fully and with such erudition, novelty, and suggestivenes
lor future inquiries. In what follows I propose to seek the unity of
McKeon's thought in its pluralism and to understand the specific form
of this pluralism as a consequenceof the fundamental features that pervade his work.
Let us begin from the problem of why according to McKeon, there
are many philosophies. Tn "Pride and Preiudice: Thought, Character,
Argument, and Plot," par. 1, McKeon distinguishes three possibilities
with respect to a literary object of discussion:
Yet a literary object of discussion is not simply an entity; nor
is it a variable entity which takes its characteristics from the
perspectives in which it is considered. It may, however, be
variously considered-in itself as an artificial object, or in
terms of the underlying circumstances which condition it
and constitute its subject matter as a natural object, or in
terms of meanings and references wfrich it employs as a
communicative obiect, or in terms of the ideas and values
which it embraces as an intelligible object.
Thus what is in one sensethe same obiect can be considered in differ'We
may be reminded
ent ways, and the result is a plurality of objects.
here of the source of the plurality of disciplines in Aristotle's philosophy. The disciplinary perspective determines how the object is considered, but within the perspective the object itself determines what is
true of it. McKeon contrasts this approach with an objectivist approach in which the mind simply conforms to the object and, on the
other hand, with a relativistic approach in which the obiect takes its
characteristics from the perspectives in which it is considered. The
same threefold distinction is used in McKeon's last article, "Pluralism
of Interpretations and Pluralism of Objects, Actions, and Statements
Interpreted," par 2. At this time in his life McKeon did not hesitate to
schematize the arguments of the participants in a conference before the
conference had taken place.
Some participants will argue that there is only one true interpretation or criticism of a literary work, and their conception
or philosophy of criticism will permit them to say that other
proposed interpretations are false or pseudo-interpretations.
Others will argue that more than one interpretation of a literary work can be made without affecting its unity or identity.
Finally, some will argue that critical pluralism yields a variety
of interpretations and a variety of related objects judged. In
what follows I shall explore the grounds, ramifications, anc
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consequencesof the position that critical pluralism is a pluraliry of judgments joined to a plurality of objects judged.
McKeon's pluralism is not a perspectival pluralism, in which the object acquires characteristics from the perspectives in which it is considered; nor a pluralism of hypotheses, in which different hypotheses
are advanced with respect to the same object not yet fully known; nor
what Wayne Booth has called a methodological pluralism, in which
different formulations imperfectly reflect an object that exceeds and
includes them all; but a disciplinary pluralism, in which different objects result from various ways of considering the same object.'o
The facts about an object thus depend on the principles that determine
how it is considered, and McKeon repeatedly assertsthe interdependence
of facts and principles. "Observation depends on thought no less than
thought depends on observation."" "'Whether or not it is supposed that
certainty is possible in human and natural investigations, it must remain
no lesstrue that the nature of things, in so far as we know it, is determined
by philosophic principles than that philosophic principles are determined,
in so far as they are adequate, by the nature ofthings."t2 "Facts are not encountered as such in primary experience. The discovery of facts is by formation and invention as much as by information and encounter."r3 "Facts
are as much determined by orientations as orientations are determined by
facts."'a "Facts are conditioned by men's philosophies in as definite a sense
as philosophies are conditioned by relevant facts."15There is no escape
from the sway of philosophic principles, which, together with the object,
determine what facts are true of the object. Because the possible philosophic principles are plural, the expressions of truth are also plural.
When one turns from a semantic study of the multiple facts to inquiry into their object, McKeon recommends destroying the facts in
order to see the object.
It is well, in order to be able to see an object, to destroy the
facts with respect to it, but you can't focus unless you have
the facts there to destroy. This is exactly what happened in
our most prestigious sciences-this is the way in which an
advance is made, by changing the facts so radically that the
school children of the next generation get the notion that the
established truths and the geniuses that found them in the
previous generation were simple-minded dopes: Becausetheir
facts are all gone.t5
The process by which, from the confused whole of immediate experience, we make selections, propositions, orderings, and systems is
sketched by McKeon as follows:
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An initial immediate experience is a confused whole from
which selectionsand simplifications are made in perspectives
determined by attention and interest. They are stated in particular propositions and generalized rn universal propositions. T-hey fit into a compendent whole or are isolated into
irrelevancies;they are ordered in inferenlial sequencesor are
opposedincontrarietiesorcontradictions.Neitherexistence
oi'."p.rierr. e is ab initio an ordered whole of constituted
f".t, o, of spaced or sequential events' Occurrences, observations,.rro-rr, illusions, and fictions are all facts; and errors
are sometimes as illuminative of experience as controlled'
well-grounded experimental observations' A coherent system
of reLtions *"y i."t. to apply to relevant facts, and an incoherent, opaque system of variables may be reinterpreted to
become relevant and fruitful."

Philosopbyas Doctrine and asPower
just
'What,if anything,prevents
McKeon'sphilosophyfrom,becoming

th. many philosophies whose truth it affirms or, on the
one more
"-orrg
other hand, froi becoming simplathe sum of these many philosophies?
arHis philosophy is expressedprimarily in a large number of separate
158
articles.l8
eleven
list
p"Utlrtr.lUlbliogiaphies
ticles. The
looks.and
and diIn what ,.nre i, a unified philotophy expressedby these many
for
highly.unified'
are
writings
the
way,
in
one
at
Looked
verse writings?
are
they
that
distinctive
and
characteristic
so
are
style
their thouglit and
mind'
easily recJgnized as the works of a single unique and-powerful
differin
the
plurality
irreducible
is
an
there
way,
Looked at In another
not fit
errt writings, for they differ ln their approach and content and do
synfurther
for
a
to
call
seem
They
doctrine.
single
of
a
together ui pur,,
since
active
philosophers
American
on
his
book
in
thJsis. Andrew Reck
world war II did not include a chapter on McKeon "because his major
work is yet to be published."" Do the articles then lead toward a syndiverthesis that has not been, but might be, realized, or does their very
one
the
In
thought?
McKeon's
of
unity
the
sity somehow exhibit
Tbought,
published,
himself
i4cKeon
that
coilection of his articles
techAction, and Passion,it is through the diversity in their themes and
unity''z'
into
a
articles
his
weaves
niques that McKeon
The articles were published over a span of nearly sixty years,-andwe
must first consider the possibility that any differences among them re-we are familiar with this method in
flect a developmental sequence.
its applicatio., to the philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, Immanuel Kant,
Samund Flusserl, Maitin Heidegger, Ludwig Wittgenstein, and others'
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McKeon, however,enjoyedmaking fun of this method.Commentingon
its applicationto Aristotle,he says,
"After the history of the stagesof the evolutionof Aristotle'sphilosophy has beenworked out, he has early late, and middle periodsbut he
no longerhasa philosophy.He beginswith Plato'sphilosophyendswith
Theophrastus' philosophy after going through a period which is a
melange."tt
McKeon rejects in advance the application of this method to himself.
In "Criticism and the Liberal Arts: The Chicago School of Criticism," he
points out that his early paper on imitation, "Literary Criticism and the
Concept of Imitation in Antiquiry" as well as an unpublished paper on
grammar, use the same fourfold paradigm of discrimination-assimilation-composition-resolution that was made explicit thirty years later in
"Philosophic Semanticsand Philosophic Inquiry.""'When McKeon was
asked by James Ford in L982 whether there had been a development in
his thinking in the sixteen years that had elapsed since the latter paper,
McKeon replied, "'What I wrote in the early articles and in the late articles is exactly the same; there's been no change. There have been alterations of vocabulary. . . . I have sometimes used paradigms with three
terms, four terms, sixteen terms, but they can be translated into each
other. "23
Similarly, it would seem that one can discern vintages in McKeon's
students: first those who saw in the ontological argument a touchstorie
for philosophic differences, then those who saw the contrast befween
Plato and Aristotle as fundamental, then those who focused on the semantic matrix, and finally those who turned from semantics to inquiry,
arts, and topics. But when asked if he could discern vintages in his students, McKeon replied in characteristic fashion that the differences were
more a matter of attitude towards his philosophy: at one extreme were
the system-builders who extend and fix, at the other the diggers who
work at some small part. Asked where Paul Goodman belonged,
McKeon replied that he was a revolter, one who argued against
McKeon's suggestions, and that Hippocrates Apostle was the same.'o
Rather than a change through time we have essential types: systembuilders, diggers, and revolters.
But even if McKeon, like Socrates, can truly say, "I have always been
the same,"25it is also the case that the sequenceof his writings is remarkable for its continual development and novelty. It would indeed be
strange, and hardly complimentary to McKeon, if his philosophy underwent no development in over a half century of philosophic activity.
McKeon himself notes some of these developmentsin various contexts.
In "A Philosopher Meditates on Discovery" he says that the steps by
which his insight into the pluralism of philosophic truth was bodied forth
in a broad interpretation of its significancewere "slow and meticulous."26
I5
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At the end of the discussionfollowing "The Organizationof Sciences
the Relationsof Cultures in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries," he
notes a changefrom an early semanticsthat refuted interpretationsdifferent from his own to a more subtle method that usedtheseinterpretaln
rions to indicatethings in the text that before he had not suspected.2T
reby
the
impressed
"I
have
been
says,
he
Autobiography"
his "spiritual
corr.nt conviction that the significantpart of what I know in relation to
what I do, always has been acquiredduring the past yeaL"28McKeon's
philosophy is alwaysthe same,and developsfrom year to year.Leaving this paradox unresolved for now, let us turn from the
chronologiial sequenceof the articles to their content. In general,each
arricle is ilaboraiely structured by a set of terms that take on definite
meaningsin the context of that article and that permit definite conclusionsto be reached.But if the terms and statementsare taken out of this
context, they becomeambiguous.McKeon is a contextualistin the sense
that eachof his articlesdevelopsits own intellectualcontext. The terms
that stfucturethe articlesdo not alwayshave exactly the samemeanings
but are rather topics or placesthat take on definite meaningsin relation
to the particular materialsbeing treated.
There are many recurrent setsof such terms in McKeon's writings,
is used
and four principal ones.The set things-thoughts-words-actions
selecrubrics
semantic
again and again in many different ways.2eThe
order
to
used
are repeatedly
tions-interpretations-methods-principles
logic,
rbetoric,
The four liberal art\ 7r1fttmar,
philosophic differences.'o
of
components
guises.31
The
dialectic, appear in many forms and
the
has
called
McKeon's philosophy of culture, what Douglas Mirchell
"grand dimensioni" of his philosophy, are the interdependentarts of
topics,semAntics,arts, inquiry, and they serveto order what McKeon is
doing in his various coursesand articles." If one examinesthe way these
recurrent setsof terms are usedin different contexts, one finds in them
both the samenessand also the fluidity and opennessof the rhetorical
topic. Not only are they given different content in different contexts,but
the topics themselvesare relatedto eachother in endlesslyvarying ways.
Insofar as they are empfy places,they can be reducedto each other or
differentiatedinto new places.Setsof two or three terms are expanded
into four or more, or thesein turn are condensedinto a smallernumber;
whole setsare differentiatedfrom one another or mergedwith one another; they are applied to each other or to themselvesto generatenew
distinctions and matrices without limit. Rather than some set of fixed
meanings,there is at the core of McKeon's philosophy this fluid source
of indefinitely many setsof fixed meanings.
Becauseeventhe terms that are usedto order the multiple contexts
of McKeon's philosophy-topics, semantics, arts, and inquiry-are
themselvestopics, McKeon's philosophy doesnot constitutea singlesys
L6
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tem with well-definedparts suchas the systemswe attribute to Aristotle,
St. Thomas Aquinas, Ren6 Descartes,Kant, or Georg Hegel. The systematizing terms are themselvesambiguous,so the systemincludesindefinitely many modes of its own systematization, It cannot be
in a singledefinitivebook employinga singleunadequatelyexpressed
ambiguousschema,or in a set of books or articlesorderedby a single
unambiguousschema,but it is appropriately expressedby indefinitely
many articles each exhibiting an unambiguous form of ambiguous
schemata.The "major work" in which McKeon's philosophy is expressedis preciselythe totaliry of his articles.A brief selectionof his articles cannot for this reasondo justice to his philosophy for it conveys
the impressionof a set of particular doctrinesrather than of a capacity
to generateindefinitely many doctrines.
The ways in which McKeon characterizeshis philosophy as a whole
reflect the paradoxicalunity of the articles.It is most often a philosophy
a philosophy of communications
of culture,33
but it is also a humanism,3o
and the arts," and a philosophic rhetoric.36Thesedifferent characterizations are all appropriate and not inconsistent,yet they also suggestthat
philosophy in its nature resistsbeing pinned down by a singlename just
as it resistsexpressionin a singlework.
McKeon's philosophy is not a doctrine but is insteada power. What
standsin the way of our realizing this is the very authoritativenessand
'We
definitivenessof the articles themselves. supposethat each one is a
final statementof his views and part of a systemof unambiguousmeanings. It is only when all the different articleson a given subjector making use of a given commonplaceare studied in their relation to each
other that we beginto seethe power that lies behind the authoriry of the
articles. McKeon's philosophy is like rhetoric, conceived,as it was by
Aristotle, as the power to use in any given casethe available meansof
persuasion.Each of the speechesproduced by the rhetorician reveals
somethingof the power of rhetoric, just as eachof McKeon's articlesrevealssomethingof the power of his philosophy.But just as it would be
a mistake to identify any one speechof the rhetorician, or even all of
them taken together,with his art of rhetoric, so it would be a mistaketo
identify any one of McKeon's articles,or all of them taken together,with
McKeon's philosophy.The unity of his philosophy is not to be found in
any one article, nor in all of them taken together,but in the singlepower
or art that produced them all.

The Schema of All Pbilosophies
'What

is the scopeof this power or art? McKeon's philosophy seeksto
comprehendwithin itself the full range of philosophy and culture that
17
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have in fact existed. Its scope or domain is the whole of culture, particularly the culture and philosophy of the West. Taken together, his writings provide an account of what is most significant at eYery stage of the
cultural history of the West from Hellenic times to the present. Further,
in approaching any problem, McKeon characteristically reviews the entire history that is relevant to it. His paper on the Bertrand Russell case
reviews the history of similar judgments in the past, beginning with ancient Athens.37As a propaedeutic to a philosophy of method' McKeon
glances at the entire history of theories of method from the first uses of
ihe word to the present.38In his L972 commencementaddress, "'Where
'We
Are and Where'We Are Going" he glances at the hisiory of education from Hellenic times to the present as a way of clarifying where we
are and where we are going. A parallel historical sketch of the circumstances and functions of philosophy precedes the account of his own
philosophical activity in "The Circumstances and Functions of
Philosophy."
The inclusive scope of McKeon's philosophy is joined to accounts
of the particulars that are remarkably accurate, perceptive, and novel.
Whatever one's philosophical persuasion, and whatever one may think
of pluralism or of McKeon, it is always instructive to read his accounts
of ihinkers and cultures. Here, for example, is a sentence on the philosophy of Plato: "Three political agents are sharply distinguished in
the philosophy of Plato: the lawgiver, who in his formulation of the
laws is divine and wise; the statesman, who may be wise and good in
his administration of the laws and nonetheless fails, although he succeeds in achieving prosperity for the state' to make men good; and the
philosopher, who might analyze the bases of law, educate men, refute
Sophists, and in the happiest contingency rule the state."3eIn the literature on Plato, a great deal has been said about the philosopher-king
but how much attention has been given to the fact that the political dialogues distinguish the approaches of the lawgiver, the statesman, and
the philosopher, and to the need for, and significance of, this distinction?ao
Although McKeon's historical studies are valuable simply as histories, they are pursued not merely for their historical value but for the
sake of future inquires. The effect of viewing cultural institutions in reIation to their history, of understanding their origin and mode of constitution, is first of all that they are seen not as given or fixed, but as
generated under specific conditions and embodying specific philosophic
principles. $flhen asked how history should be taught to undergraduate
p".t of general education, McKeon replied by sketching a history of
"r "
of the conditions under which they arise and of how they are
histories,
constituted. Thus, history appeared not as something given with determinate characteristics,but as a human art occurring under certain conI8
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ditions and constituted in certain ways and susceptible of being other
than it is.o' The effect of taking cultural products back to their origins
and exhibiting them as human constructions is one of liberation from
what may have been unreflectively acceptedor supposedfixed by the nature of things. A new domain is gained for the-mind, which acquires
power to understand and order and control what was formerly viewed
as external to it. McKeon points out that taking into account problems
treated by past philosophers has the effect of removing historylnd time
from the determination and resolution of philosophic problems:
learned by this process of backing through ih. hirtory of Nfestern
_ .I
philosophy that the relation of philosophy ro the history oi philosophy
has been a persistent_and varying exemplification of the reilexivity of
knowledge; philosophers who take into account problems tr""t"d by
past as well as by contemporary philosophers remove history and time
from the determination and resolution olphilosophical probiems, while
philosophers who are convinced that philosophy and philosophical
problems have been newly discovered in the recent past give history and
time a function in the determination and resolution of p-bt.-s.
For the
one group, Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,'STilliam Ockham, David Hume,
and Immanuel Kant are contemporaries in living discussions,while dead
issues are found as frequently in contemporary journals as in ancient
manuscripts; for the other group, philosophy and philosophical inquiry
did not exist until it was made possible by Kant, or rri.dti.h Hegei, or
Gottlob Frege, or Edmund Husserl, or Ludwig wittgenstein, and-there
is no philosophical profit in reading works earlier than the date of the
chosen disclosure and innovation.a2
If history and time are removed from the determination and resolution of philosophic problems, and if past philosophers are contemporaries in living discussion, it is because philosophic problems are
persistent as well as emergent and the solutions to them depend on principles that are independent of the historical context of their occurrence.
"In the history of philosophy the occurrence, persistence,modification,
and recurrence of philosophic positions escapethe warfare of controversy and refutation. "a3If the whole of the past is to be made relevant to
the future, it is through these recurrences.Here we may note a second
feature of McKeon's pluralism that distinguishes it from other possible
pluralisms. It is not a pluralism of different and incommensurable
philosophies reflecting existentially different worlds, nor a provisional
pluralism that will diminish as philosophies are replaced
by the scientific truth about the natur€ of things, nor a pluralism of p".tial glimpses
of
a.transcendent reality but a pluralism of essentialtypes of
fhilosophic
thought.
McKeon's histories characteristicallydiscroseatemporal pafterns that
can be lifted out of their historical circumstancesand ihat make them
ar
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least implicitly relevant to contemporary problems. The approach leads
to the development of a schema of essentialpossibilities for philosophy
at any time, to what McKeon has called his semantic schema. The semantic schema is a basic device for understanding and interpreting all
and thus making them relevant to future inquiries.
philosophies
The semantic schema should therefore help us to understand
McKeon's own thought and its unity, for it presumably identifies the respect in which his philosophy remains the same even while it develops
and changes. McKeon tells us, however, that when he is doing semantics, as distinguished from inquiry, he is not standing anywhere,o'and
thus would have no semantic profile. On the other hand, in "A
Philosopher Meditates on Discovery" he saysthat the semantic schematism must be neutral, not in the sense of being conceived and stated
apart from the methods it treats, but in the senseof being susceptibleof
statement without distortion in each of the methods'o' In semantics,
McKeon has no profile and all profiles.
As to the method he uses in inquiry, as distinguished from semantics, McKeon professesdifferent methods in different articles. In "The
Philosophic Basesof Art and Criticism," McKeon says of the essay itself, "It is an essay in the dialectical mode of criticism."o6 In Freedom
and History, he says, "The present analysis, thus, employs a method of
inquiry."o' Similarly, at the end of "A Philosopher Meditates on Discovery," he says, "The course of inquiry which I followed and the exposition which I have just given of it, thus, employ the problematic
method."48
In subsequentpapers that identify their own method, the method is
rhetorical or operational. In "Dialogue and Controversy in Philosophy,"
McKeon says, "The preceding analysis of dialogue and controversy was
made from the point of view of the rhetorical or skeptical tradition in
which the fundamental assumptions are that knowledge is advanced
best by the free opposition of arguments, that a common truth may be
given a variety of statements from different perspectives,and that there
is an element of truth in all philosophic positions."4eIn "The Uses of
Rhetoric in a Technological Age: Architectonic Productive Arts," he
says, "The history of the development of culture in the \fest sketched in
the preceding paragraphs is an application of the methods of rhetoric to
the discovery of ourselves and our times."so In "Pride and Preiudice:
Thought, Character, Argument, and Plot," he says, "This essayhas used
the art of rhetoric."5' In the interview with James Ford, 1982, McKeon
says, "The method that I use, when I'm doing philosophy and not
Semantics,is an operational method. It is, therefore, as if I were being a
Sophist dealing with the Aristotelian system."52The other elementsin his
profile, he says, are Aristotelian, but the method is operational: "'When
I'm doing Inquiry . . . I am using reflexive principles, becauseI have a
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multiplicity of sciences,operationalmethod, becauseI am doing the
construction,essentialistinterpretation,and problematic selection."r,
Thus, heretoo McKeon'sphilosophyresists
li-ititrg formulation of
"ttyfull
its unity that would make it inadequateto the
rangeof philosophic
possibilities.McKeon usesall methodsand one method,for it is characteristicof the operationalmethodthat it usesall methodsand teststhem
by their consequences.

Paradoxicality
The attempt to state the unity of McKeon's philosophy has encountered
multiple paradoxes. opposed philosophies may all be'true even in their
denial of truth to each other, while a true philosophy may be false.
McKe,on's philosophy is always the same and yet develops from year to
year- His philosophy cannor be expressed in any determinate set of
books and articles, and yet is expressedin a deteiminate set of books
and articles. He has no fixed paradigm, and yet his paradigm is ,,fixed,
necessary,and conclusiug.'l'oHis philosophy is fully situatid in history
and yet ahistorical. His philosophy exhibiis a single semantic profile and
all semantic profiles.
Further paradoxes can be added. McKeon's own philosophy is pluralistically open and roleranr of differences and yet foily .o--itted
and
intolerant of differences.McKeon derives his pluralism from cicero and
Plato and his semantic profile from Aristotle and the sophists, yer he
"I have always been a neoteric.,'55A text has no fixed meaning, and
l"Ill
McKeon is interested in taking Democritus as an idealist and plato as a
materialist,s6and yet the semantic paradigm depends on fixed meanings
derived from his readings of Democritor, ll"to, and the rest.
These paradoxes may remind us again of Socrates' Apology and.
serve to warn us that_McKeon,s philosophy is no ordinary philosophy
that can be easily understood or-..rtut.i in familiar ,.r-r.i' In general, those who attempted to restate McKeon's views when
he was
around to correct them were told by McKeon that they had
not understood him.is McKeon does not conceive paradoxes io
be obstructive, however, but generative. McKeon begins .,Love,
Self, and
c-o.ntemporary culture" with the paradoxical observation
that,
"Philosophical problems are stated most clearly and
comprehensively
today in paradoxes and dilemmas." "The Flig'ht from
certainty and
the Quest for Precision" begins, ..The parado'x of philosophy
i' th.
modern world is that it is at th. centei of everything
thai is said or
and yet totally removed from anything but philo"sophy.,,r,Again,
$9n_9
McKeon's
Autobiography" tegi.ri f.o- p"."di*.,
i' th. ..."spiritual
ratlon ot the tacts of narrative to the ideas of argument,
and asserts.
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"The power and significance of autobiography and confessions have
their sources in these paradoxes, however much they may distressthose
who seek simple meanings of what is said and simple separations of the
facts of narrative from the ideas of argument."60
Inquiry that begins from problems stated in paradoxes does not aim
to resolve the paradoxes, but to construct places in which both sides of
the paradoxes may be developed. After two pages of stating paradoxes
at the beginning of "Arts of Invention and Arts of Memory: Creation
and Criticism," McKeon says,
The function of critical inquiry is not to resolve such paradoxes but rather to construct places in which the varieties of
poetry and of criticism may be developed as statements of
common unstated experiencesand of common encountered
problems of poetry and criticism, which are named differently and are put in different contexts in different modes of
making and knowing.
Dilemmas likewise are not resolved but used to advance inquiry:
The dilemmas of philosophy and history, together with the
dilemmas of the history of philosophy and the philosophy of
history which are their theoretic counterparts, cannot be resolved. They would not be dilemmas if they could be. They
can, however, be used to advance inquiry rather than stop
i+ 51

Paradoxes yield a plurality of doctrines, whereas antinomies yield a single doctrine. Discussing the possible relations of critical doctrines,
McKeon says,
The critical doctrines that emerge may be different but analogous, and the relation between them may be stated, not in
an antinomy, in which one must be true and the other false,
but in a paradox, in which both doctrines may be derived,
paradoxically, sometimes using paronyms rather than synonyms or homonyms, from a single doctrine; and the implication of a paradoxical derivation is that the consequencesof
the derivation are unexpected or novel. Antinomies yield one
critical doctrine and many pseudocriticisms. Paradoxes yield
a plurality of critical doctrines which in turn yield many interpretations of the same literary work, and raise the question whether the work interpreted remains the same or
should be considered more than one work characterized by
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the different properties uncovered in the different inrerpretations.62
In the sciences,paradoxical truths have displaced self-evident truths and
self-contradictory antinomies.63McKeon iraces their use back to the
fourteenth century5aand finds that twentieth-century physics and technology provide a model for the treatment of pa.adoxei.r;
McKeon's pluralism is developed from paradoxes and is itself para.
doxical. strictly speaking, the paradoxicality does not reside in the relation between the horns of the paradox (if I may foilow McKeon in
attributing horns to paradoxes as well as to dilemmas). but in the rela_
tion between received opinion (doxa), what everyone knows, on the one
hand and the joint assertion of both horns of the paradox on the other.
Received opinion supposes that both horns cannot be true. yet this is
what the paradox asserts.The paradox thus generatesa doubfe rension,
one between its two horns and the other between the ioint assertion of
the two horns and accepted opinion, that is, between r4cKeon's philosophy_and accepted opinion. In this respect, McKeon's philosophy continually operates with the tension between the twt meanings of
commonplaces, for commonplaces as places of discovery are used to explode commonplaces in the senseof what everyone knows.
\7e may note here a third aspect of McKeon's pluralism that differentiates it from other possible pluralisms: it is not a logistic pluralism
that reducesphilosophies to their irreducible elementsin order to determine what is verified or verifiable and what is not, nor a dialectical pluralism that finds a higher truth through the reconciliation of
philosophies that seem to be opposed to oni another, nor a resolutive
pluralism that seeks to understand the reasons for the differences of
philosophies and how these differences may be made to function in the
resolution of common problems, but an agonistic pluralism that develops tensions and oppositions in order to test positions by their consequences.
The same method can be discerned in McKeon,s philosophy, in the
style in which it is expressed,and in the man himself. It is a'method
which sets McKeon's philosophy apart from all others and places it in
opposition to whatever is commonly accepted.The style admirably captures this aspect of his philosophy, for it is no commonplace style, but
one that presenrsa sustained challenge to the reader. As ihe chalienge is
met, the style and the thought become clear. The mystique, too, which
surrounded McKeon while he was alive, and which t.nd.d to
divide
people into true believers and infidels, can be seen to have its
source in
the same contrast between McKeon with his paradoxical wisdom
on the
one hand and everyone elseon the other. McKeon's students in their various ways tend to retain some senseof the superiority of what they are
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doing to the accepted commonplaces of the time' But even the zealous
disciple who studies all of McKeon's articles does not acquire his wisdom in so far as it residesnot in the written articles but in the power to
write them, and McKeon remains unique and superior to all. Here again
one is reminded of Socratesand his statement, "Rightly or wrongly, men
have made up their minds that in some way Socratesis different from
the multitude of men."'n
It is tempting to try to dissociate whatever one finds excellent in
McKeon ot hit philotophy from those aspectsof the man or his philosophy that one finds objectionable. one may think the philosophy acceptable but the man intolerable. Or one may think the content of the
philosophy appealing but the style rebarbative. Or one may think that
ivtcKeor, *o,rld be a great teacher if he were not a bully." (Here again
one is reminded of socrates and of Alcibiades' accusation, "You are a
bullS as I can prove by witnesses, if you will not confess."") It will
do,rfitles be poisible for interpreters of McKeon to separatewhat they
find valuableln his philosophy from the features they perceive as faults,
but if one wishes to underitand McKeon's pluralism in its origin and
unity one must take the opposite course' and see what are perceived as
faulis and as essential conditions of his achievement. McKeon provides,
perhaps, a noteworthy example of the human capacity to return good
?or ill, for the compensarion for narcissistic injury has in his case resulted in a benefit to all mankind, although even in receiving the benefit we
are reminded of the iniury from which it came.

The Influence of McKeon
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communications directed to increasing and enriching the
known facts and the practicable values which constitute the
cul t ur e. uo
The pluralistic unity of a philosophy of culture is not something that
now existsl it is yet to be attained, projected rather than achieved.A new
kind of philosophy for the future may be unified in communication and
cooperation among a plurality of perspectivesfocused on common experience:
The philosophy of culture opens up the possibility of a new
kind of philosophy for the future which will be unified in
communication and co-operation without the need of consensus in a common ideology. Common problems will be
treated by considering consequencesof statement and action
rather than by constructing and relating imputed antecedents
in individual, national, or cultural characters.The possibility
of agreeing on common solutions of common problems for
differing reasonsand by application of different methods will
be subject to control by reference to concrete facts and values. The common experience of mankind may be made a
source of diversified but coherent facts and values.
The unity of an ongoing philosophy of experienceand humanity is a product of a plurality of perspectivesfocused on
common experiencerather than a consensusof opinions stated in a common belief.'o

The oppositionsdevelopedin a philosophyof culturewill be
turneJ into supplementarysolutionsof the particular problems of divergent cultures and of the common problems
which make them parts of a common culture, and the unity
of a philosophyof culturewill be a pluralismof activitiesand

Here we may note a final respect in which McKeon's pluralism differs
from other possible pluralisms: its functioning does not depend on the
creativity with which philosophers respond to one another's arguments,
nor on the physical elementsthat are the ultimate causesof all thought,
including our philosophies, nor on the grand design of which pluralism
is a component, but on itself, on its actualization in the activities and
communications of the culture.
During his lifetime, McKeon engaged in activities and communications appropriate to his conception of the philosophy of culture. He
wrote many reviews of books by his contemporaries, and in "An
American Reaction to the Present Situation in French Philosophy," he
surveyed the diversities within the then current French philosophy. He
was advisor to the United States Delegation to the first three General
Conferencesof UNESCO , in 1946, 1,947, and 1.948, and participated in
the UNESCO studies of the foundations of human rights and of the idea
of democracy. ln 1954 he conducted, under the auspices of UNESCO
and the Indian Philosophical Congress, a series of eighteen roundtable
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I havebeenseekingthe unity of McKeon'sthought in its pluralism.This
pluralistic unity can be fully realized in the work of no individual
philorophe.,roi .u.n in that of the professionasa whole, but only in the
activitiesand communicationsof the culture.An individual philosophe
such as McKeon mar however,developa philosophyof culture in accordancewith which, aswe notedat the outset,philosophicopposition
are turned into supplementarysolutionsto cultural problems,and the
unity of the philosophywill be the pluralismof activitiesand communications direited to increasingand enrichingthe facts and valuesthat
constitutethe culture:
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discussionsat Indian universities on human relations and international
obligations. He was president of the'Western Division of the American
Philosophical Association in 1952, of the International Institute of
Philosophy from 1953 to 1957, and in L966 gave the Paul Carus
Lectures.
There was, however, a certain one-sidednessin McKeon's interactions with his contemporaries, for there was little contemporary examination and discussion of his work. This was a natural consequenceof
the difficulty of his philosophy and its difference from the philosophies
being pursued by most of his contemporaries' From the standpoint of
the philosophy of culture, the effort to establish one's philosophy as the
one true doctrine appears rather futile, but if one is engagedin developing and promulgating the true doctrine, then a nondoctrinal philosophy
appears empty and sophistical, hardly a philosophy at all. Similarly, the
turn from debate and refutation to discussion of common problems
seemspremature if the discussion aims to reach agfeement on the truth.
Everyone knew of McKeon, and he was the subject of the most widely
varying judgments, but few devoted much attention to the examination
and criticism of his work.
In the long run, however, the very reasons that led to his lack of influence during his own lifetime assure his important and continuing influence. The acceptance of pluralism greatly enriches the content of
philosophy and at the same time makes more evident its functioning in
all cultural activities. McKeon's articles, even though addressedto his
contemporaries, often seemto be oriented to future readers and to invite
the kind of careful textual analysis that he himself practiced on the
works of his predecessors.
But if McKeon had little effect on those whose philosophies were already formed, the opposite is true of his effect upon students. McKeon
profoundly influenced many generations of students in diverse ways- He
did not, however, and here again one is reminded of Socrates,produce a
school or a recognized group of disciples. The reason for this again lies
in the peculiarity of his philosophy, for if his philosophy is a power
rather than a doctrine, what is the disciple to make his own and to
teach? To transform oneself into another McKeon is not a feasible project. One can indeed devote oneself to expounding his writings and their
significance, and this is an important task. But the usual effect of
McKeon on his students is that each takes from his philosophy what he
will and makes use of it in his own way' and this is an appropriate mode
of influence for a pluralistic philosophy such as his.
There is, however, a problem that in closing I would like to propose
for future consideration, and this is how to teach McKeon's philosophy.
The same peculiarities that make his philosophy resistant to reduction to
a commonplace form make it difficult to teach in a customary way. It
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wouldseemthat it shouldl. ,"u*rrr'", ,o .,
,",n., thanasa doc"
trine, and that these arts can best be taught
not".,1
by studying the philosophy as such but by using it to structure the study of other cultural
materials. This is, indeed, how McKeon raught his philosophy. He normally made no use at all of his own writings.Tl But his pluralistic philosophy lends itself admirably to the design of coursesand curricula, and
McKeon excelled in this. Perhaps the best known of the courses he designed was the philosophic integration course in the Universiry of
Chicago College: Observation, Interpretation, and Integration.T2
McKeon himself taught a section of this course the first year that it was
offered, in 194344, and it was my good fortune to be a student in that
section for the first two quarters, before I was inducted into the army.
McKeon was also influential in the design of the three-year humanities
sequencein the college." A design for a course in Latin literature and
Roman culture is among his publications.'n His four new liberal arts
have inspired a number of courses and programs.Ts
But now that McKeon is no longer with us, and the nearest approximation that we have to the living person is his writings, it would seem
that we should find ways to use them effectively. We cannot expect the
writings taken by themselvesto produce the excitement and the insight
and the mastery that are characteristic of the courses designed with their
help, for McKeon's ideas come to life in relation to the materials they
order. Nor can we expect the writings taken by themselvesto convey the
intellectual exhilaration that was characteristic of McKeont personal
teaching, for they cannot compel our interest and attention as did the
living person. No philosopher, perhaps, is adequately representedby his
writings. Is the philosophy of Plato, for example, adequately represented by his dialogues? He tells us that it is not. And yet we think we are
able to use the writings of philosophers to apprehend their philosophies.
How, then, can McKeon's writings best be used to apprehend his philosophy and to make whatever merits it possesseseffective in the world?
The future of McKeon's philosophy dependsnot only on the publication
of his writings, but also on the discovery of how best to use them.
In summary then, I have sought to present the unity of McKeon's
thought as its pluralism. McKeon conceivespluralism to result from the
various ways in which the same obfect
b. considered. He expresses
the pluralism not in a single doctrine or-"y
system, but in a plurality of articles each of which embodies an unambiguous form of ambiguous topics. The unity of the arricles lies in ambiguous ropics made unambiguous
by a single power or art. The scope of this power extends to all philosophies and to the whole cultural history of the West, a range of materials
that is ordered by the semantic schema. The semantic schema is a single
schemathat includes the plurality of opposed philosophies. The unity of
the opposed philosophies in a single philosophy is a paradoxical unity
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that sets McKeon and his philosophy apart from accepted views and
opinions. The paradoxical unity of his philosophy is to be realizedin the
fut.rre as a pluialism of activities and communications directed to the solution of cultural problems. In our own time, the provocative novelty of
his pluralistic treatment of a wide range of cultural materials has led, as
might be expected, not to a school of followers united by a common
doctrine, bui to diverse appropriations of his thought that are united by
their common indebtednessto McKeon. This book presentssome of the
many ways in which McKeon's philosophy has been influential in our
time.
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1. "A PhilosopherMeditateson Discovery" (1,952d),par. 8; also
REID, p. 202 and SW'2,p. 48. Sincethe paginationof the original articlesis changedeachtime they areprinted in collections,I havegivensection and paragraphnumbersas well as pagenumbersof the collections
in which the articlesappear.
2. Ibid., par. 10; alsoREID, p.204 and SW't, p.48.
3. Ibid., par.9;alsoRE1D,pp.202-3 and SW t, pp.47-8).McKeon
mentionsin paragraph7 (REID, pp. 200-201.and SW r, p. 46) that he
was studyingwith Dewey at this time, and at a dinner with the Stony
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Brook PhilosophyDepartmenton January4,'J.966,following a talk that
presentedmore informally what he had just said in the CarusLectures
McKeon gayea variant accountof the origin of his pluralismthat gives
Deweya more significantrole. He said that it was from Dewey'scoursesin Typesof PhilosophicThought and Typesof LogicalTheory that he
had gotten"my idea."
4. Ibid., par. 11; alsoREID, p.204 and SW'r, p. 49.
and Functionsof Philosophy"(1'975a),par.
5. "The Circumstances
4.
paragraph,and SW r,
6. "Facts,Values,and Actions" (1,972b),last
p.446.
7. The generativeparadox of McKeon's pluralism is dramaticall
stated by the playwright Richard Wynne in an unpublishedsketch
"McKeon as TragicFigure." He begins,
First, he masteredall philosophies:
- positively,he could adopt and maintainthe view of
any thinker, on any matter;
- negatively,he could refute the views of any thinker,
on any matter, from the standpoint of any other.
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16. Ideas and Methods 372:Methods-Dialectic and Logic, taught by
McKeon at the University of Chicago in the Winter Quarter, 1970.
Transcript prepared by Marcia Moen and Joseph Englander, Lecture 9.
17. "Discourse, Demonstration, Verification, and Justification"
(1,968d), pal L6, and REID, p. 49). In "Fact and Value in the
Philosophy of Culture: (1.969c),par. 5 (SW r, p.431.), McKeon adumbrates similar steps of selection and interpretation in the constitution of
facts and values from immediate experience:
Reality in the philosophy of culture is the experienced. Any
immediate concrete experiencehas an infinite richness of distinguishable aspectswhich may be made the subject of attention or examination. Facts and values are selections among
these phenomenal possibilities and interpretations of what is
given in such a selection in the perspectivesselected.A statement about the experientially given in such a selection is a
hypothesis concerning what is the case and what properties
characterize it. The step from assertion to discovering and establishing a warrant for assertion, to validification, evaluation, actualization, is the step from hypothesis to objectivity.
. . . The selection and interpretation of aspects of an original immediate experience in science, or in action, or in art,
are the constitution of concrete facts and values.

What follows?Sucha person,"his power balkedby his power," can
no longer have a philosophy in the traditional sense,and 'Sfynnesee
this as a tragedy.
8. For the argumentthat pluralism is possiblein any philosophi
'Walter-Watson,"Types of Pluralism," Monist 73 (1'990)
mode, see
350-66.
9. EugeneGarver,"'SfhyPluralismNow?," MonistT3 (1,990):388
'Watson,
"Typesof
10. For illustrationsof the typesof pluralism,see
Pluralism,"pp. 350-66.
11. "The Empiricistand ExperimentalistTemperin the Middle Ages"
(1.929),par.4.
1.2."The PhilosophicBasesof Art and Criticism" (1943),par. 1, and
CC,p.464.
13. "Facts,Categories,
and Experience,"The PaulCarusLectures,delivered at the annual meetingof the EasternDivision of the American
PhilosophicalAssociationin New York, December27-29,1965, begin
ning of LectureTwo, "Appearancesand Occurrences."The Iecturesare
unpublishedand the quotationis from a rypescriptpreparedby Dougla
Mitchell,March 2,1.989,p.14.
14. "The Uses of Rhetoric in a TechnologicalAge: Architectoni
ProductiveArts" (I971.c),par. 1.4,and REID, p. 12.
15. "The Interpretationof Political Theory and Practicein Ancien
Athens"(1981),par.1.

18. A bibliography listing ten books and 142 articles was published
in 1,975 in Philosophes critiques d'eux-memes, Vol. 1, ed. A. Mercier
and M. Svilar (Bern und FrankfurtlM,7975l, pp. 131,42. Students and
friends of Richard McKeon compiled a bibliography privately printed
by the University of Chicago Press in 1980 that includes eleven books
and 154 articles. After McKeonb death in 1985 the Journal of the
History of Ideas for October-November, 1.986,reprinted the 1980 bibliography with the addition of four articles published by McKeon after
1980.
1,9. Andrew J. Reck, The New American Philosophers: An
Exploration of Thougbt since World War Il (Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Press,1968), p. vi.
20.I am indebted to Douglas Mitchell of the University of Chicago
Press for propounding two of the principal questions addressedin this
paper, why McKeon's philosophy is expressedin a plurality of articles
and what role paradoxes play in his thought.
2L. "Facts, Categories,and Experience" The Paul Carus Lectures, second lecture, p. 26. For a more formal statement, see the original intro'Works
duction to The Basic
of Aristotle (1,940lr,also unpublished, but
mimeographed by students from the galley proofs, p. 3:
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Aristotle has been remembered,since the Middle Ages,
chiefly in terms borrowed from the Romansto expressthe
againstthe
more violent reactionof men of the Renaissance
impracticality, ineleganceand technical specificity of the
scholasticismwith which they lumped the philosophy of
Aristotle. From this disreputeand opprobrium he has been
rescuedduring the last fifty yearsby scholarswho have applied a learnedand delicatesensitivityto the task of discerning stagesof developmentin his doctrine,but this new-found
respectabilityis dearly bought, for the philosophyis distributed into periodsat the cost of senseand pertinenceexcept
in which ideasare statedhappento bear,
as the expressions
not on those ideas,but on the newly constitutedhistorical
and philologicalproblems.
22. "Criticism and the LiberalArts: The ChicagoSchoolof Criticism"
(1.982),
sec.4, par. 1.
23. Interview by JamesE. Ford, April 6, L982, transcribedby D. C.
Mitchell,February!7, 1.987,p. 1.
24. Conversationof McKeon with Robert Sternfeld,Walter'Watson,
and Harold Zyskind at the AmericanPhilosophicalAssociationmeetings in New York, December,1.962.
25. Apology,trans.F.J. Church(New York: LiberalArts Press,1956),
33a.
26. *A PhilosopherMeditateson Discovery" (7952d),par. 13. Also
in REID, p.206 and SW'r,p. 50.
and the Relationsof Culturesin
27. "The Organizationof Sciences
the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries"(1,975b).Discussion,McKeont
penultimatespeech.
28. "SpiritualAutobiography"(19539),par.4, alsoFHOE, p.6.
29. This set can be viewed as the mastertopic of McKeon's philosophy. For its use to determinethree-stagecyclesin the history of philosoph5see"The PhilosophicBasesof Art and Criticism" (1943),sec.
1.. par. 9, also in CC, p. 476; "Democracy,Scientific Method, and
Action" (1945), par.9, also in SW'r,p. 340; "Freedomand History"
(1952),sec.1 (FHOE pp.1,60-70);"Philosophyand Action" (1.952b1,
par. 6, also in SWr p. 409); "A PhilosopherMeditateson Discovery"
(1,952d),pars.1,4-21.,
alsoin REID, pp. 207-1.2and SWr pp. 50-54;
"Imitation and Poetry" (1954), sec. 4, par. L, also in TAP, pp.
par. 4, also
155-56); "Communication,Truth, and Society"(1,957e),
in FHOE, p. 90 and SWr p. 396); "Principlesand Consequences"
(1,959b),sec.1, par 5; "Medicineand Philosophyin the Eleventhand
par. 5 and last
Twelfth Centuries:The Problemof Elements"(1.961.d),
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par.; "The Flight from Certainty and the Questfor Precision"(1964e),
pal 2, also in SWr pp. 229-30; "Facts, Categories,and Experience"
(1.965),p.2; "The Methodsof Rhetoricand Philosophy:Inventionand
Judgment" (1.966b),par. L, also in REID, p. 55; "Philosophical
Semanticsand Philosophical Inquiry" (1966), par. 15, also in
FHOE, pp. 251-52 and SWz, p. 216; "Scientificand Philosophic
Revolutions" (1,967a),par. 34, also in SW'r, p.80; "Ontology,
Methodology, and Culture" (1969d), par. 3; "Fact and Value in the
Philosophyof Culture" (1969c),par. 3, also in SWr, p. 430; "The
Futureof Metaphysics"(1970b),sec.1, par.9, and sec.2,par.3; "The
Philosophyof Communications
and the Arts" (1970d),par. 5, also in
REID, p. 98; "The Uses of Rhetoric in a Technological Age:
ArchitectonicProductiveArts" (1971c),par. 15, also in RE1D,p.12;
"Facts,Values,and Actions" (1,972b),par. 3, also in S'Wt, p. 437;
"The Circumstances
and Functionsof Philosophy"(1975a), par. 4;
"Personand Community:Metaphysicaland Political" (1.978a),pars.
1.-2.
30. For a sketch of the developmentof the semanticschema,see
Walter I7atson, "McKeon's Semantic Schemar" Philosophy and
Rhetoric27 (1994\:85-87.
31. For variousaccountsof theseartsrsee"Renaissance
and Method
in Philosophy" (1935); "SuggestionsConcerning Organization and
Contents of Course Observation, Interpretation, and Integration"
(1943),seenote 72; "The LiberatingArts and the HumanizingArts in
Education" (1.964); "The Future of the Liberal Arts" (1964c);
"Discourse,Demonstration,Verification, and Justification" (1,968d),
also REJD, p. 37; "Characterand the Arts and Disciplines"(1969a);
"Philosophyof Communicationsand the Arts" (1,970d),also REID, p.
95, "The Future of Metaphysics"(1970b); "The Usesof Rhetoricin a
TechnologicalAge: ArchitectonicProductiveArts" (1971,c),also REID,
p.1; and "Facts,Values,and Actions" (1972b),alsoSWr, p.436.
32. For the useof this topic to distinguishcomponentsof McKeon's
philosophy, see The Pbilosophy of Spinoza (1928), p. vii; *A
PhilosopherMeditateson Discovery"(1952d),par.28,alsoin FHOE,
p.21.8 and SW'r, p. 59; Freedomand History (L952),sec.2, par.1.2,
see also FHOE, p. 179; "PhilosophicSemanticsand Philosophic
Inquiry" (1966), par.2, also FHOE, p.243 and SWr, p.209;
"Scientificand PhilosophicRevolutions"(1,967a),lastpar, also SWr,
p. 81; "Discourse,Demonstration,Verification,and Justification"
(1.967),par. 4 of the oral statement,referring to par. 3 of the written
statement,and REID, p. 38; "Philosophyof Communications
and the
Arts" (1970d),sec.2, par. 1, also REID, p. 107; "Philosophyand
TheologS History and Sciencein the Thought of Bonaventuraand
Thomas Aquinas" (1975c),sec. 1, par. 6, also SW'r p. 115; "The
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Circumstancesand Functions of Philosophy" (1,975a),last par.
Douglas Mitchell has worked out its application to the articles on
rhetoric in "Richard McKeon's Conception of Rhetoric and the
Philosophyof Culture," Rhetorica6 (1.968):39541.4.
33. "Ontology,MethodologSand Culture" (1969d);"Fact and Value
in the Philosophyof Culture" (1,969c),alsoSlVr, p. 429; "Facts,Values
and
and Actions" (1972b),also SWr p.439; and "The Circumstances
Functionsof Philosophy"(1.975a).
alsoSWr, p. 23.
34. "Philosophyas a Humanism"(1,965d),
35. "Philosophyof Communicationsand the Arts" (1970d),also
REID, p. 95.
36. "The Uses of Rhetoric in a TechnologicalAge: Architectonic
also REID, p. 1.
ProductiveArts" (1.971.c),
37. "The Problemsof Educationin a Democracy"(1.943c).
38. "Philosophy and the Development of Scientific Methods"
(1966a1,
alsoSWr, p. 165.
39. "The Interpretationof Political Theory and Practicein Ancient
Athens"(1981),par.4.
40. For the architectonicsignificanceof the politeia-politikos-nomoi
distinction,seeWalter'Watson,"Dogma, Skepticism,and Dialogue,"in
The Third'Way: Netu Directions in Platonic Studies,ed. FranciscoJ.
Gonzalez(Lanham,MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 1995),pp.205-10.
'W'alter'W'atson,
41. Conversationof McKeon with Harold Zyskind,
and others, American PhilosophicalAssociationMeeting, New York,
December,1962.
42. "The Circumstances
and Functionsof Philosophy"(1975a), par.6.
43. "Mankind: The Relationof Reasonto Action" (1,964d),Sec.D,
par.5. For the distinctionbetweenpersistentand emergentproblems,see
"Ethics and Politics," TeachersCollegeRecord,Yol. 62, No. 7 (April
1961): 564-75, reprinted inEthics and Bigness,ed. Harlan Cleveland
and H. D. Lasswell(New York: Harper & Brothers,1962),pp. 471.-87.
44. Interviewwith RichardMcKeon by JamesE. Ford, April6,1982,
transcribed
by D. C. Mitchell February1.7,1.987,p. 8.
par. 28, also
Meditateson Discovery"(1,952d),
45. "A Philosopher
REID,p.218 and SWr, p. 59.
46. "The PhilosophicBasesof Art and Criticism" (1.943l,lastparagraph,alsoCC p. 544.
47. Freedomand History (1952),sec.2, par.13,alsoFHOE, p. 180.
48. *A PhilosopherMeditateson Discovery" (1952d),par. 28, also
REID, p.219 and SW'r,p. 59.
49. "Dialogue and Controversyin Philosophy" (L956), next-to-last
par.,alsoFHOE, p.1.24.
50. "The Uses of Rhetoric in a TechnologicalAge: Architectonic
par. 14, alsoREID, p. 11.
ProductiveArts" (1,971,c),
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5L. "Pride and Preiudice:Thought, Character,Argument,and Plot"
(1979a),concludingsec.,par. 2.
52. Interview with Richard McKeon by JamesE. Ford, March 1.6,
1982,transcribedby D. C. Mitchell February1.6,1987,p.1.1..
53. Interviewby JamesE. Ford, pp. 8-9.
54. Interviewby JamesE. Ford, pp. 8, 5.
55. "The Battleof the Books" (1967b),par.22.
55. Interviewby JamesE. Ford, pp. 6,1.0.
57. For the paradoxesof the Apology,see"Dogma, Skepticism,and
Dialogue,"p. 1,91..
58. See,for example,'WarnerWick, "Philosophyin Community and
Communication," Etbics 67 (1.952):282-92, and McKeon's reply,
"Communication and Community as Philosophy" (1953c), pp.
190-206, or McKeon'sreply to EliseoVivas in "Imitation and Poetry"
(1954),n. 247, also '714P,
pp. 277-85.
59. "The Flight from Certaintyand the Questfor Precision"(1,964e),
pat 1.,alsoSWr, p.229. "A Philosophyfor UNESCO" (1948d)begins
from a similarparadox:"Although, in one sense,no considerationcould
be more important in estimating the significanceof statementor the
probability of action than the philosophy which animatesthe agent,
whether one personof an associationof persons,it is nonetheless
true
that the 'philosophies'presentedin explanationof ideasor actionsare
often irrelevant adornments and, at best, symptoms rather than reasons." The sectionof "Philosophyand History in the Developmentof
Human Rights" (1.970c)begins,"The ambiguitiesof philosophicproblemsarefrequentlystatedasparadoxes.One of the most persistentparadoxeswhich men havefacedhasbeenthe paradoxof right and law." See
alsoFHOE, p. 53.
par.3, alsoFHOE, p. 4.
60. SpiritualAutobiography(1.95391,
61. "Philosophyand Theology,History and Sciencein the Thought of
Bonaventuraand ThomasAquinas" (1975c),sec.1, par. 5, alsoSW'r,p.
115.
62. "Pluralism of Interpretationand Pluralismof Objects,Actions,
Interpreted"(1986), par.3.
and Statements
'World
63. "PhilosophicProblemsin
Order" (1968a),par 3.
64. "The Organizationof the Sciences
and the Relationsof Cultures
in the Twelfth and ThirteenthCenturies"(1975b),discussion,par. 8:
Then the sopbismatacomein. De Motu is, in the fourteenthcenturysense,a sophism,a seriesof sophisms.The sophism
providesas a principlethe paradox.Therefore,one of the innovationsis that in a good respectable
sciencefrom the fourteenth century on, insteadof seekinga principle which is
clearand certainand intuitivelyverifiable,a good sciencecan
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be respectableonly if it gets a principle which is a paradox.
And this is still going on in science. Physics can afford paradoxes. The lessexact sciencescannot.
65. "Philosophical Problems in \7orld Order" (1968a), par. 4:
Physicsand technology"haveprovided a model in the twentieth century for the discovery and treatment of issuesof world
order. It is a model, in the first place, for responseto the need
to abandon the fixed contrarieties of earlier theory. Physical
theory has embraced paradoxes and made them principles.
This has meant the abandonment of the absolutesof past theory-the Newtonian absolutes, of space, time, motion, and
force-but it has also meant the preservation of the basic relations established by the Newtonian physics in a more diversified context of fact and formula. It is a model, in the
second place, for use of the horns of a paradox to form alternative hypotheses which lead in their interplay to further
progress. For decadesthe quantum physicists who base their
theory on the conviction that the principle of indeterminacy
is an irreducible fact of nature and those who base their theory on the conviction that the establishmentof a general field
equation will remove indeterminacy have each made contributions to quantum mechanics, have assimilated the knowledge acquired under opposed theories, and have moved on
together to new problems.
66. Apology, 34e-35a, trans. F. J. Church (New York: Liberal Arts
Press,1946), p. 41.
67. For an account of McKeon as a teacher, seeWayne C. Booth, The
Vocation of a Teacber (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1988), pp.
289-92.
68. SymposiLtm,tr^ns. Benjamin Jowett (New York: Appleton, 1899),

21sb.

59. "Facts,Values,and Actions" (1972b),lastpar.,alsoSWr, p.446.
70. "Fact and Valuein the Philosophyof Culture" (1,969c),pars.6-7,
alsoSWr, p. 432; seealso "The Futureof Metaphysics"(1970b),sec.3,
par.6.
71. An exceptionwas Philosophy393, Estheticsand Criticism,taught
in the SpringQuarter 1950,which madeuseof "The PhilosophicBase
of Art and Criticism"(1,943),also CC, p.463. The coursewas not, in
my judgment,one of his more successful.
72. The original design for the course is presentedin "Suggestion
Concerning Organization and Contents of Course Observation
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Integration,and Interpretation:Or the Organization,Factual Bases,and
TheoreticalFormulationsof the Arts and Sciences,"Universityof Chicago
College,1943, mimeographed.The courseis also describedin "Spiritual
Autobiography"(19539),sec.2, pars. 11-13, also FHOE, pp.21.-24.
McKeon also designeda componentfor the history integrationcoursein
the collegethat examinedthe treatmentof spaceand time in philosophy,
art, and science.See "Illustrations of the SecondVariety of Historical
Evolution and IntegrationDescribedin the Report of the History Review
Committee," Appendix A to "Report of the Review Committee for
History to the Faculty of the College,"March, 1948, mimeographed.
73. The Humanities sequence is sketched in "Spiritual
Autobiography" (19539), sec.2, par.9-'1.0,alsoFHOE, pp. 20-21..
74. "Latin Literature and Roman Culture in Modern Education"
0,977\.
75. For the new liberal arts, see "The Liberating Arts and the
HumanizingArts in Education"(1,964a)and the subsequent
articleslisted in Note 31. The new arts were usedto designthe curriculumat the
New School Collegeduring the 1960s under the leadershipof Dean
Allen Austill.

